Sanctuary Design Proposal for
Trinity UMC

The Front Wall of the Sanctuary

Primary Wall Color



Arch detail designs on the front wall give dimension and color, and
accentuate the cathedral ceilings of the Sanctuary.



2 projector screens will improve sightlines.



A new cross will be the central focus of the altar area.



The air in-take vents will be covered by a new wall in the center
section, with ventilation run vertically up the sides.



Neutral paint colors (cream & ivory) will allow for complementary
use of liturgical colors and banners to brighten the walls.

Accent Wall Color

Hospitality & Coffee Hour Space


Several of Trinity’s stained glass windows
will be re-framed, hung, and lit with improved lighting in the back.



One kitchen window has been eliminated
and the other remains useable, based on
recommendation of Trinity’s cooks.



Hospitality Bar and Welcome Center will
be custom-made pieces. They will be on
casters/wheels so they can be moved
against the back wall as necessary.

Main Flooring for
Worship Space
Welcome Center

Hospitality Bar (view from behind)

Flooring


Commercial Grade Vinyl Sheet Flooring Armstrong Rejuvenations –
See FAQ for specs



Both floorings are made of the same material; smooth transition between the two.



Very durable and abrasion resistant , Easy-to-maintain surface



Excellent static load resistant, durable
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Accent Flooring for
Hospitality Space and
Sanctuary Entryway

It Looks Like a Sanctuary! It Functions with Flexibility.

Chancel—A Stage We Can See

Sample kneeling rail—wood
stains and colors will match
our Sanctuary’s design.



A new and elevated stage will increase sightlines to the
pulpit, communion table, and baptismal fount. It will be
wheel chair accessible.



Trinity’s cornerstone from it’s former building will be built
into the corner of the stage.



The stage will hold the choir, piano, and musicians.



The majority of the stage is on the same level (two steps), to Seating
maximize flexibility. The back row of the choir is elevated a
 Lifetime Wear Warranty; 100% Polyolefin
third step.
 Naturally Stain Resistant
The open circular center of the platform will remain open,
perfect for children’s moments, and other children’s produc-  Come with pockets for hymnals; Some will have arms.
tions.
 Dark Blue Color





The two side sections of the altar will be have kneeling rails
for prayer.



The stage platform will be carpeted with a durable, commercial grade carpet, and will help absorb sound.



We’ll keep our altar, pulpit, baptismal fount, and flower
stands



Chairs are stackable

Chair Color
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A Bird’s Eye View

Letting in the Light
Two closet doors on each side of the sanctuary will be removed, and large windows will be installed in the existing
exterior walls, allowing for natural light to flood into the
Sanctuary!
Once the closets are removed, the area will be redrywalled, to form an alcove that sits back 3-4 feet from
the Sanctuary walls, creating a an alcove that can serve
many practical uses such as space for prayer, candlelighting, anointing, etc.
Honoring Trinity’s History
Stained Glass Windows—Four will be hung in the windows
in the prayer alcoves so that they are illuminated with natural light. Four or five stained glass windows will be reframed and hung on the back wall with led strip lighting.
Cornerstone—The cornerstone will be built into a front
corner of the chancel/stage. A complementary anniversary
stone (1866-2016 will be mounted in the opposite corner).
Trinity’s Baptismal Fount, Communion Table and Pulpit are
included as central pieces of the new design
The Quilts — will be cleaned and preserved. The membership quilt will be draped over the altar on new members’
Sundays so that new members can sign in when they join
the church.

Sound and Audio/Visuals & Lighting

Flexible Space

The current sound system is 25 years old, and will be replaced—new sound board, speakers, monitors, audio recorders etc. We can continue to make use of our wireless microphones and newer speakers. The choir and other musicians
can be mic’ed as necessary, and sound will no longer be a
problem for those hard of hearing.

The two flooring choices are complementary in design and
will create a subtle distinction between worship and hospitality areas. It is aesthetically preferable to have some
variety of flooring in such a large room. However, both
floorings are the same vinyl material, so the space remains
fundamentally flexible, and will be a seamless transition
for those with walkers or wheelchairs.

Sound equipment will be relocated to a closet in the rear of
the Sanctuary, so that sound levels and Powerpoint can be
controlled from the back.
New projectors will be compatible with current computer
technology (HDMI compatible). This will make projection
much easier for VBS and other church activities.
House lighting will be improved with canned lights and new
pendants to replace the existing chandeliers. Stage lighting
will illuminate the alter, choir, and pulpit area.
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Chairs can be stacked to host banquets, blood drives, or
other large events.
The Fair Closet and Germantown HELP Doors have been
moved to allow maximum footprint for the stage and
ramp. The tables shown in the floorplan are not permanent fixtures.
Closets will be painted so that they blend in.
220 Seats are shown in this floorplan. (238 including choir)
More chairs can be added as necessary. We currently have
approx. 185 seats (199 including choir)

Sanctuary Design Proposal Questions and Answers

Overall
Why do we need to change things? What will the benefits be? We have a nice facility that is now 25 years
old. With the passage of time, a number of things happen that create a need for new investment. Among
the things that change with any building, are wear and tear, changing technology, changing needs of the congregation, and changing needs of the community. The renovations will prepare our facility for a vibrant future where we can better carry out our mission of making disciples of Jesus Christ. Among the planned improvements will be enhanced visual appeal and functionality due to increased lighting, a larger raised altar
platform, a better sound system, better projection systems, and better overall appearance due to the new
flooring, chairs, and paint. These improvements will enhance our worship experience as well as create a
more welcoming environment for visitors and prospective new members.
Sanctuary
Will we still be able to host our fellowship hour after service? Yes! Coffee hour is a major part of Trinity’s
life that we considered in this preliminary design plan. We’d like to create a new hospitality service area that
will replace the folding tables that we presently use. The hospitality bar will be designed to allow for adequate storage of coffee hour service items and for ease of service. We believe it will be useful to the outside
organizations that use our space as well.
What will happen to the two large inlet openings (air vents) in the front of the Sanctuary? These will be
hidden behind a new wall which will be constructed approximately 12 inches in front of the existing wall, in
the center section. Ventilation grates will run vertically up the sides, allowing for proper air-intake. An HVAC
engineer was consulted in developing this plan. This new wall may muffle some of the sound of the system
when it kicks on.
What are the financial and building implications of adding windows to the Sanctuary, as the current proposal suggests? We have had a contractor do a cursory overview of the structural blueprints, and submit an
initial proposal for removing the closets, re-drywalling the area, and installing windows. The cursory estimate
was about $12,000 which is only a fraction of the cost of the entire Sanctuary project, and a small price to
pay for years and years of natural light in the Sanctuary. A Maryland certified architect will be brought in to
thoroughly study the blueprints and draw up official plans before any construction would take place.
If we are able to add windows into the Sanctuary, what will be the impact on closet space?
We hope to replace 4 of the closets in the Sanctuary with outside windows, which will eliminate only 4 of the
15 closets in the Sanctuary. In consultation with the chair of trustees, we have re-allocated the closets and
developed a few new storage solutions, such as building cabinets in the kitchen to house coffee hour supplies. See the last page of this document for a working diagram of the plan.

Tell me more about the flooring:









The flooring is an Armstrong “Rejuvenations” product that
maintains excellent test results for abrasion, static load and
stain resistance in a wide variety of commercial applications.
The layered construction consists of an easy-to-maintain UVcured polyurethane coating, clear vinyl wear layer, printed
layer, fiberglass enforced base layer on a polyester backing.
The surface has an overall embossed texture. Color pigments
are insoluble in water and resistant to cleaning agents and
light
The product is highly recommended for high-traffic areas including: Chapels, Corridors, Emergency
Rooms, DayCares, and Dining Rooms.
Armstrong sheet products are low VOC emissions – third-party FloorScore™ certified to California Section 01350. They comply with LEED® Credit EQ4.3 for Indoor Air Quality and are compatible with Green
Guide for Healthcare GGHC-IEQ4.3 and Collaborative for High-Performance Schools CHPS-IEQ2.2 and
LABS-21 IEQ4.3 Armstrong Adhesives comply with LEED EQ4.1. All Armstrong products are tested and
held to the highest
Maintenance is minimal. No polish/no buff.

Have acoustics been considered? – Yes, we have considered sound acoustics. The vinyl flooring chosen
has been well-rated for sound absorption. Folks who come into church late won’t hear their heels clicking
as they do on our current tile. We have also chosen to carpet the altar stage area to increase sound absorption in the room. The sound system company we’ve consulted with has lengthy experience working
with churches, and they have assured us that they can design a sound system that will work with our new
flooring choice.
Was carpet considered? Yes, carpet was considered and certainly has its advantages. However, carpet is
easily stained, and our current carpet has been torn up by the chairs. We are confident that the proposed
flooring will be resistant to chairs being shuffled around. Carpet requires heavy maintenance and regular
professional cleanings to stay fresh. We wanted a space to be flexible enough that it could host dinners
and other events without fears of children spilling things. The vinyl flooring is a more durable option that
requires less maintenance. The wood grain also creates a very nice visual effect.
Our stained glass windows presently on display in the sanctuary reflect our history and memorial contributions. What is the plan for these windows? We believe that our stained glass windows are beautiful,
and we plan to hang four of them in the new windows in the prayer alcoves. We believe that the natural
light will better display their beauty and true colors. We will also be able to hang up to five of the larger
windows on the back wall with new framing and improved back-lighting.
The two quilts also are important. What is the plan for them?
The quilts are important to our church, and we feel that they can be better preserved if they are appropriately cared for, stored and brought out on special occasions, such as Confirmation Sunday, New members
Sunday, and the 150th Anniversary celebration. We believe that we can do a better job of sharing our history if we intentional about it, rather than hanging things on the walls and assuming that people know what
they mean. In our preliminary plans for the front hallway, we plan include some display of Trinity’s history
in a way that is more accessible to everyone.

Why does the design plan include new chairs? Aren’t the current chairs relatively new?
The current chairs are actually over 15 years old and they were a huge improvement over the previous folding chairs. They have served us well. However, the current chairs are starting to fall apart, and we do not
think it is wise to wait until they are completely tattered to replace them. The current chairs do not have
pockets for holding hymnals, which creates a lot of shuffling on Sunday mornings and makes the hymnals fall
apart faster. Further, we have less than 200 chairs, and we’d like the Sanctuary to have a seating capacity of
250 (including choir). We have selected high-quality, comfortable chairs with a lifetime warranty. We know
that many folks would prefer pews, and while that’s not really an option in our one multi-purpose space, the
chairs chosen get us as close as possible to the feel of having pews. We’re going to try and sell the current
chairs and put that money toward the purchase of new ones.
Front Hallway (Note: Full Conceptual Plan Yet to be Developed)
What will happen to Trinity’s artifacts such as the softball trophies?
The beautiful display case in the front hallway, which currently holds softball trophies, will be relocated to
the parlor where it will hold a display of Trinity’s history, including the flag, quilts, and photographs of Trinity’s history.
Will there be a place to recognize our community partnerships, like Scouts? Yes, there will be a section of
the foyer which higlights our connection to the community and displays things like boyscout charters.
Will committees have a place to display information?
Yes! Currently, many of the bulletin boards remain empty or contain outdated information. We’ll consolidate these bulletin boards, and create an “Information Foyer” in the hallway that connects the foyer and the
Sanctuary. Here, there will be ample of bulletin board space for committees to display their information.
Will there be a place for collecting things? (canned-food, mittens, etc)
Yes, we’ll create a piece of furniture in the foyer that will serve as a permanent place for collecting items, so
that we can eliminate the need for laundry baskets and cardboard boxes.
Will there be a place to hang our coats?
Yes, we will upgrade the coat-hanging racks, so that we have a place for hanging coats in the side hallway.
If the bulletin boards are relocated, what will be on the walls in the front hallway?
We want to give a homey-welcoming feel from the start—something that feels accessible to both community members and church members. We’d like to enlarge an assortment of photographs from artists in our
congregation and have them printed—possibly on metal. Some photographs will reflect the beauty of Germantown and Montgomery County others will capture some of Trinity’s history. We’ll also have a welcome
message and new signage for people as they walk in the front door.
Additional Questions
What are the plans for the restrooms? Right now, we are focusing on the Sanctuary, and haven’t yet determined specifics for the restrooms. To bring the male restroom up to ADA standards, we will need to eliminate one of the urinals to provide for fully accessible space for a code compliant ADA stall. At minimum, the
bathrooms will get new graffiti-free vinyl partitions with lock-hardware that meets the needs of both the
church and the daycare. We’re also looking at new counters/sinks, tile flooring, neutral paint colors and tile
accents, as well as changing tables for both restrooms.

How much will this cost? We anticipate that the Sanctuary renovations will cost between $130,000150,000. Some of the biggest ticket items, such as quality flooring and a new sound/AV system are actual
necessities that the trustees would need to address soon anyhow. By including these pieces in the Capital
Campaign Design Project, we free up thousands of dollars for the trustees to use in addressing other building needs. We anticipate that renovating the bathrooms will cost around $40,000, but that is still a ballpark
figure.
Will the renovations increase the church's debt?" No at all! The renovations will be 100% paid for by
funds raised as part of the capital campaign. In fact, it is also possible that if all goes according to plan, we
may able to actually pay down some of our debt with money left over after completing the renovations. The Church Council unanimously approved a capital campaign for renovations, missional tithe, and
debt reduction.
What if we don’t raise enough money?
Different pieces of the project will be prioritized, and we will complete as much as we can with the money
available. We have prioritized the Sanctuary as the first space to update at this time. Within the Sanctuary,
we have prioritized the new chancel/stage area, paint, and sound system. To be followed by flooring.
What about the building’s other needs, such as siding, HVAC, etc? The annual operating budget has a significant amount of money allocated for providing maintenance and repairs to the nuts and bolts of the
building. A significant amount of this funding for building improvements comes from the cell tower, which
provides us with about $24,000 a year. In the last year alone, the trustees re-sided the bottom perimeter
of the entire building, replaced A/C unit in the education wing, re-floored the nursery, fixed the grease
trap, maintained the Fire Supression system and took care of countless other needs. The trustees will continue to use operating funds/cell tower money to address building needs beyond the scope of the Sanctuary renovations. Many of the proposed Sanctuary renovations—such as new flooring and a New A/V system—are things the trustees would have needed to address anyway. Including them in this project actually frees up the operating budget so the trustees can do more to address other building concerns more
quickly. In the event of an unexpected major building need, capital campaign money can be allocated to
the most pressing building needs.
When will construction start?
It all depends on the success and timing of the Capital Campaign. Renovations may begin in the late summer of 2016 and will continue into 2017. The project will be done in stages to minimize interruption to the
Sanctuary and Sunday morning worship. If we cannot use the building for a week or two, Trinity will be
flexible and find a way to come together for worship no matter what.

Storage and Closet Allocation
Daycare

Daycare

Tables

Education

Sound/AV

Education

Chairs

Additional Storage Solutions
Coffee Hour Supplies-- New Cabinets in the Kitchen (to be built)
Trustees Tools- Electrical Closet
Cleaning supplies – Electrical Closet
Paint Cans – Fair Closet
Flammable Cleaning Supplies —Janitorial Closet
Metal Chairs – Some will stay in Chair Closet, some will move to shed
Hymnal Cart – Will fit in Sound/AV closet
New Chair Dollies – Chair Closet

Worship

Worship/Music

Finance, Outreach, UMW

